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Deep brain stimulation of the internal globus pallidus is a highly effective and established therapy for primary generalized and

cervical dystonia, but therapeutic success is compromised by a non-responder rate of up to 25%, even in carefully-selected groups.

Variability in electrode placement and inappropriate stimulation settings may account for a large proportion of this outcome

variability. Here, we present probabilistic mapping data on a large cohort of patients collected from several European centres to

resolve the optimal stimulation volume within the pallidal region. A total of 105 dystonia patients with pallidal deep brain stimu-

lation were enrolled and 87 datasets (43 with cervical dystonia and 44 with generalized dystonia) were included into the subsequent

‘normative brain’ analysis. The average improvement of dystonia motor score was 50.5 � 30.9% in cervical and 58.2 � 48.8% in

generalized dystonia, while 19.5% of patients did not respond to treatment (525% benefit). We defined probabilistic maps of anti-

dystonic effects by aggregating individual electrode locations and volumes of tissue activated (VTA) in normative atlas space and

ranking voxel-wise for outcome distribution. We found a significant relation between motor outcome and the stimulation volume,

but not the electrode location per se. The highest probability of stimulation induced motor benefit was found in a small volume

covering the ventroposterior globus pallidus internus and adjacent subpallidal white matter. We then used the aggregated VTA-

based outcome maps to rate patient individual VTAs and trained a linear regression model to predict individual outcomes. The

prediction model showed robustness between the predicted and observed clinical improvement, with an r2 of 0.294 (P5 0.0001).

The predictions deviated on average by 16.9 � 11.6 % from observed dystonia improvements. For example, if a patient improved

by 65%, the model would predict an improvement between 49% and 81%. Results were validated in an independent cohort of 10

dystonia patients, where prediction and observed benefit had a correlation of r2 = 0.52 (P = 0.02) and a mean prediction error of

10.3% (�8.9). These results emphasize the potential of probabilistic outcome brain mapping in refining the optimal therapeutic

volume for pallidal neurostimulation and advancing computer-assisted planning and programming of deep brain stimulation.
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Introduction
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the internal globus pallidus

(GPi) is an established therapy for primary generalized and

cervical dystonia (Vidailhet et al., 2005, 2007; Volkmann

et al., 2012, 2014). The average improvement of dystonia

severity in patients with primary dystonia amounts to 50–

60% in most clinical studies, depending on the timing of

assessment, the type of dystonia, and the rating scale used

(Isaias et al., 2008; Volkmann et al., 2012, 2014;

Bruggemann et al., 2015; Contarino et al., 2016).

However, outcomes are often variable and randomized con-

trolled trials report up to 25% of non-responders (defined

as 525% score improvement), even in carefully selected

groups of primary dystonia patients (Volkmann et al.,

2012). Variability in electrode placement and inappropriate

stimulation settings may account for a large proportion of

outcome variability (Pauls et al., 2017), but patient selection

criteria—including uncertainties in the clinical classification

of the dystonia—must not be underestimated.

The variability of the globus pallidus position in the an-

terior–posterior commissure (AC-PC)-based coordinate

space and low magnetic resonance contrast of the nucleus

are challenges in reliably delineating the stereotactic target

for pallidal DBS (Vasques et al., 2009). Moreover, the

delayed improvement of dystonic symptoms following

DBS initiation complicates the selection and titration of

stimulation parameters based on clinical response testing

(Kupsch et al., 2011). Both problems may result in in-

appropriate stimulation volumes and suboptimal therapy

outcomes. Hence, there is a need for defining the ‘optimal

efficacy volume’ within the pallidal area (Contarino et al.,

2016), which could then be used to guide electrode im-

plantation and post-operative programming. Previous stu-

dies have focused on identifying active contact locations or

mean electrical charge distributions of effective stimulation

in single-centre patient cohorts. Limitations of these studies

include the small sample size and limited spatial coverage

of the pallidal target region due to relatively invariant elec-

trode placements of single neurosurgeons. Nevertheless,

they have indicated good outcomes related to an electrode

location within the ventral and posterior aspect of internal

globus pallidus (Tisch et al., 2007; Hamani et al., 2008;

Cheung et al., 2014; Park et al., 2017). Here, we present

probabilistic mapping data on a large cohort of patients

collected from several European centres to resolve the op-

timal stimulation volume within the pallidal region.

Materials and methods

Subjects

This study retrospectively enrolled datasets of 105 subjects with
dystonia treated chronically with bilateral pallidal DBS and oper-
ated at seven different European DBS centres. Screening criteria
were the diagnosis of isolated generalized and segmental dystonia
or cervical dystonia according to the Consensus Statement of the
Movement Disorder Society Group (Albanese et al., 2013) and
chronic pallidal DBS therapy. Sixteen of 105 patients took part
in a sham-controlled trial of DBS for cervical dystonia
(Volkmann et al., 2014) and 22 of 105 patients in the rando-
mized trial of DBS for primary generalized and segmental dys-
tonia (Kupsch et al., 2006; Volkmann et al., 2012). Individual
datasets were included into this study if they contained: (i) a
video recording depicting their motor state within 6 months
before surgery and a second assessment at long-term follow-up
(at least 12 months for cervical and 36 months for generalized or
segmental dystonia); (ii) pre- and post-operative neuroimaging
allowing reconstruction of lead location; and (iii) preoperative
brain MRI without any signs of structural brain damage.
Exclusion criteria were a diagnosis of combined (or complex)
dystonia or prior ablative surgery. An additional group of 10
patients with isolated dystonia treated with bilateral pallidal
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neurostimulation at the University Hospital of Würzburg or
Charite-Universitätsmedizin Berlin was recruited for validation
purposes. This cohort had a slightly shorter follow-up (at least
9 months for cervical and 12 months for generalized or segmen-
tal dystonia) and was implanted with another neurostimulation
system capable of constant current stimulation (Vercise RC,
Boston Scientific Inc.). The study was carried out in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the institu-
tional review board of the University Hospital of Würzburg
(registration no. 150/15).

Surgical procedure and clinical
evaluation

The surgical procedure was similar in all centres, and has
been described previously (Volkmann et al., 2014). All pa-
tients received quadripolar macroelectrodes (model 3389 or
3387, Medtronic Inc.) or an octopolar macroelectrode (model
2201-A, Boston Scientific Inc.) into the postero-ventral GPi.
The neurostimulation parameters were programmed accord-
ing to best clinical practice by the local DBS neurologist,
based on clinical response testing (Kupsch et al., 2011). We
collected pre- and post-operative video sequences of all pa-
tients. All video sequences were rated retrospectively by the
same movement disorder neurologist (M.M.R.), using either
the Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale
(TWSTRS) in subjects with cervical dystonia or the Burke-
Fahn-Marsden Dystonia Rating Scale (BFMDRS) in patients
with generalized or segmental dystonia. Results were normal-
ized by calculating the percentage change of the TWSTRS
and the BFMDRS.

Deep brain stimulation lead
localization and volume of tissue
activated modelling

Visualization of the electrode position was established using
SureTuneTM software (Medtronic Eindhoven Design Center,
MEDC) by fusing the individual preoperative MRI used for
stereotactic planning with post-operative CT or MRI depict-
ing the lead location. To visualize the electrode locations,
the leads were identified by the CT or MRI artefact, as
described previously (Pollo et al., 2004; Hemm et al.,
2009) and represented in the Yelnik atlas (Yelnik et al.,
2007). The atlas was registered onto regions of interest on
the GPi, external globus pallidus (GPe) and striatum using a
rigid semi-automatic registration algorithm on T2-weighted
fast spin echo MRI and/or T1-weighted inversion recovery
pulse MRI sequences for each patient. This was done for the
left and right hemisphere separately. The volume of tissue
activated (VTA) was computed for each lead based on the
applied stimulation parameters (Table 1) using an algorithm
previously described by Astrom et al. (2015). Images were
then linearly normalized into Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI; ICBM 2009b NLIN asymmetric) space,
based on the local atlas registrations using a self-pro-
grammed MATLAB tool, thereby projecting all data onto
the left hemisphere. Of note, after registering the VTAs to
the local pallidal atlas, the same transform was applied to
each to register them into MNI space.

Anatomical-clinical correlations

All electrodes and related VTAs were associated with the
corresponding motor improvement score (percentage
change). In subjects with cervical dystonia, the TWSTRS
motor score improvement without using the duration
factor (item Ib) was assigned to both hemispheres equally;
this modified motor score was chosen because the total
TWSTRS motor score is too strongly weighted by the dur-

ation factor with respect to the improvement of dystonic
postures (Volkmann et al., 2014). In subjects with general-
ized or segmental dystonia, the global improvement in
BFMDRS was associated with the stimulation of both hemi-
spheres (see Fig. 1 for overview of the methods and Fig. 2
for variability in outcome).

Creation of electrode-outcome maps

The four contacts on each lead were categorized as active or
inactive. For the active contacts, four groups based on the
improvement of dystonia motor scores were possible: no re-
sponse (525%), poor response (25–50%), good response (50–
80%), excellent response (480%). After transferring the elec-
trode locations to the common anatomical reference space,
outcome maps were created by displaying all electrodes and
colour-coding them based on the associated clinical benefit. If
more than one cathode was active, the point directly between
both contacts was taken. Additionally, the electrodes were
classified based on their anatomical location in the Yelnik
atlas: within the GPi, GPe, or white matter (see Fig. 3 for an
overview). A Barnard’s exact test (Trujillo-Ortiz et al., 2004)
was run in MATLAB to test for significant differences in con-

tact selection and/or clinical response by anatomical location.

Creation of volume of tissue
activated-based outcome maps

After registering all VTAs into the common anatomical
reference space (ICBM 2009b NLIN asymmetric), every

voxel (0.25 � 0.25 � 0.25 mm) in that space was covered
by either none, a single, or multiple VTAs. Consequently, a
voxel could be associated with a multitude of dystonia
score changes depending on the density of VTAs. To evalu-
ate if the motor outcomes associated with a given voxel
were significantly different from all other dystonia score
changes not associated with stimulation of this particular
voxel, a two-sample t-test was performed. This test returns
t-statistic and P-values for every voxel that can be dis-
played as 3D statistical maps. After applying a cluster
threshold of 4500 voxels, significant clusters (uncorrected
P 5 0.05) were visualized as volumes of high or low like-
lihood of good outcome (sweet spots). ‘Good’ and ‘poor’
outcome clusters were distinguished based on the sign of
the t-statistic. Results were reported for generalized (or

segmental) and cervical dystonia patients separately. If
both sweet spots shared the same location, the groups
were combined to increase spatial resolution using an un-
corrected P-value threshold of 50.01 (cluster threshold of
4500 voxels).
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Validation of image co-registration
and normalization procedure

In a subset of 15 subjects operated at Charité, Berlin, we
applied an alternative method of lead localization and nor-

malization as described by Horn and Kühn (2015). Briefly,

post-operative MRI were linearly co-registered to preopera-
tive MRI using SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/soft-

ware/spm12/). Images were then normalized into the ICBM

2009b NLIN asymmetric space using the SyN approach

implemented in advanced normalization tools (http://stnava.
github.io/ANTs/), based on the preoperative MRI. DBS elec-

trode contacts were localized within the MNI space and
VTAs were simulated using Lead-DBS software (Horn

et al., 2017). The subsequent reconstruction of VTA-based
outcome maps followed the same method as described

above. To test the similarity of the heat maps (t-maps) ob-
tained by either the SureTune or Lead-DBS, we performed a
spatial correlation analysis calculating Spearman and

Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient.

Figure 1 Workflow of sweet spot analysis. The image analysis workflow that yields the sweet spot is summarized in six consecutive steps.

Steps 1–3 are performed using SureTune software. Both the registration of the atlas and detection of lead were performed semi-automatically and

were manually validated. Then the data was exported to MATLAB, where steps 4–6 were done with custom built scripts. The volumes of tissue

activated (VTAs) were labelled with clinical scores (4) and brought together to a common space (ICBM 2009b NLIN) based on the registered

atlases (5). Finally, a statistical analysis for each voxel resulted in a heat map, from which a sweet spot (green) could be distilled.

Table 1 Demographic and clinical patient characteristics

Characteristic Cervical dystonia Generalized dystonia

Total Image analysis subset P Total Image analysis subset P

Number of patients 53 43 52 44

Age at surgery, years 56.3 (10.5) 57 (16.3) 0.80 39.8 (16.7) 47.8 (16.3) 0.02

Disease duration prior to surgery, years 10.6 (7.4) 11.1 (7.8) 0.75 18.0 (10.7) 18.1 (10.7) 0.96

Age of disease onset 45.3 (11.1) 45.9 (11.4) 0.80 21.4 (18.6) 22.9 (19.0) 0.70

DYT1 testing positive - - - 12 of 34 8 of 29 0.59*

Dystonia severity (TWSTRS/BFMDRS) at baseline 20.5 (3.7) 20.5 (3.6) 1 45.0 (25.3) 45.2 (26.1) 0.97

Follow up time, months 14.8 (7.6) 15.0 (7.6) 0.90 44.1 (15.3) 43.6 (15.9) 0.88

Dystonia severity (TWSTRS/BFMDRS) at follow-up 10.3 (6.6) 10.1(6.5) 0.88 16.7 (17.9) 16.3 (17.1) 0.91

Improvement in dystonia motor score, % 49.1 (32.6) 50.5 (30.9) 0.83 59.5 (46.3) 58.2 (48.8) 0.89

n (%) of non-responders, 525% improvement 11 (20.1) 9 (20.9) 1* 9 (17.3) 8 (18.2) 1*

Stimulation parameters

Amplitude, voltage/impedance, mA 3.5 (1.3) 3.5 (1.4) 1 3.6 (1.6) 3.5 (1.2) 0.74

Pulse width, ms 115.5 (51.0) 108.8 (48.9) 0.52 119.4 (37.2) 115.2 (34.0) 0.57

Frequency, Hz 149.9 (29.8) 151.3 (30.9) 0.82 150.3 (27.0) 149.9 (26.9) 0.94

Data are presented as mean (SD), unless otherwise stated. P-values follow from two sample student t-tests, *except for binomial distributions where a Fisher test was performed.
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Statistical analysis and outcome
prediction models

Multivariate regression analysis was used to analyse the effect

of demographic (age at onset, age at surgery and disease dur-

ation) and clinical quantitative variables (total scores for the
movement and disability scales) on the therapeutic outcome

(percentage change of the TWSTRS and the BFMDRS). The

same analysis was performed for electrical stimulation settings

(current and charge delivery). We used a Wilcoxon test for

categorical variables [gender and TOR1A (DYT1) status].

Statistical tests were two-tailed and P5 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

Two methods were examined to predict therapeutic outcome
based solely on active contact locations. A relatively simple

method was used to predict the improvement of each lead,

based on a weighted average of improvement scores for its

surrounding active contacts. The weights were inversely pro-
portional to the distance to make nearby electrodes weigh

stronger than electrodes far away. A more elaborate method

was used to explore the space on a 0.1 mm grid, to find the
optimal location that predicted the outcome. The location to

which the distances showed the highest positive and highest

negative correlations with respect to the improvement were
used as a covariate. For both active-contact location-based

methods, a linear regression was performed.
Subsequently, we analysed the correlation between the VTA

and the individual improvement. VTAs model the hypothetical

volume of action potential initiation by DBS and depend on

both, the electrode location and stimulation settings. Left and
right VTAs were combined, reflecting the bilateral treatment of

patients. We created a prediction model for scores of individ-

ual VTAs based on their placement within the VTA atlas. In
detail, the voxel wise analysis compares the distribution of

improvement scores of the entire population assigned to a

single voxel in atlas space to all improvement scores not
included in that voxel. The two resulting outcome distributions

are then compared by means of a Student’s t-test with the null

hypothesis of equality. The sign of the t-statistic (T-map) indi-

cates if the tested voxel has higher or lower improvement
scores than the mean. The P-value or corresponding P-statistic

(P-map) provides a measure how strongly the outcome distri-

bution of a voxel deviates from the average but it does not

Figure 3 Anatomical distribution of all implanted electrodes. The anatomical location of all electrodes of 174 leads is depicted on the

Yelnik Atlas (Yelnik et al., 2007). Inactive contacts are in grey, active contacts are colour-coded, based on stimulation-induced motor score

improvement. In horizontal (A) and frontal (B) view contact size is scaled down by 75% with respect to the pallidum for a better overview. The

total of 696 electrodes of 174 leads in 87 subjects were classified according to their atlas-based location inside the GPi, GPe or subpallidal white

matter (C). A grey colour denotes inactive electrodes. The percentage of motor score improvement associated with an electrode is colour-coded

purple (525%), pink (25–50%), light green (50–80%) and dark green (480%). Most electrodes were located inside the GPi and subpallidal white

matter. Among all available electrode contacts, a significantly larger proportion of activated contacts were located in subpallidal white matter

compared to those located inside the GPi (P5 0.001).

Figure 2 Variability in response of dystonic symptoms to

pallidal deep brain stimulation. Improvement indicated on the

TWSTRS for cervical or BFMDRS for generalized dystonia com-

pared to baseline. Each patient was grouped into one of the four

response categories: non-responder (525%; purple), average re-

sponder (25–50%; pink), good responder (50–80%; light green) and

super-responder (480%; dark green).
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contain information about the side of the distribution (above

or below average). Therefore, the T-map and the P-map are
combined into a so called heat map (or signed-P map). The
population heat map is used to evaluate and rate patient spe-

cific VTAs. We calculate the spatial overlap between the pa-
tient-specific VTA and the heat map, which results in a
distribution of heat map values for included voxels. This dis-
tribution is fed into a linear model and used for training. The

trained parameters can then be applied to any new distribution
and an individual improvement score will be calculated. This
analysis was run on data from both datasets (cervical and

generalized or segmental dystonia) combined, and results
were correlated with measured clinical outcome. All analyses
were performed in a leave-one-out fashion (see below).

Additionally, we validated our model by training only on cer-
vical dystonia patients and showing their association with
motor improvement in patients with generalized dystonia.

This analysis was also done using the generalized dystonia
data to train and forecast the outcome in cervical dystonia
patients.

Finally, we validated the predictive value of these VTA-

atlas model estimations. A statistic and rigorous method to
do so is a leave-one-out cross-validation (Arlot and Celisse,
2010). Here, the model is trained using n� 1 subjects and

validated on the left out subject, iterating n times to complete
the full cohort. In other words, for each subject as described
an outcome distribution was computed, and a novel VTA-

atlas model was computed based on the remaining subjects.
Of relevance, this time the multivariate linear regression
models were also conducted in a leave-one-out-manner, thus

creating an independent prediction model for each subject.
Based on these model predictions, the mean prediction error
was calculated by plotting against the measured clinical out-

come and three patients were selected as representative ex-
amples. Furthermore, we validated the predictive value of
these VTA-atlas model estimations also in an independent
cohort of dystonia subjects implanted with a multiple-

independent current source neurostimulator. Here, the
model trained by the combined dataset (cervical and general-
ized or segmental dystonia) and outcome of the independent

cohort were predicted by applying both VTAs of a subject.
Prediction values of the VTA-atlas model of all subjects were
then associated with the clinically observed outcome in a

linear regression model. Additionally, mean prediction error
was calculated.

Ultimately, to illustrate the potential of this method for com-

puter-assisted programming of DBS we exhaustively evaluated
a predefined VTA (3.0 mA; 90 ms) in all possible contact pos-
itions of each patient. All 16 monopolar electrode combin-
ations of each patient were tested in the VTA-atlas model

and the best in silico setting (i.e. highest degree on dystonia
improvement) was determined for comparison with the clinic-
ally derived programming choices. For all patients included in

the imaging analysis, we then calculated and compared the
predicted outcome of the best in silico programming choice
and the clinically defined program setting.

Statistical analyses were performed with the JMP statistical
package, version 13 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA) or
with MATLAB Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox (ver-

sion 2017a, Mathworks). Results are presented as
mean � standard deviation (SD).

Data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available
on request from the corresponding author. The data are not
publicly available due to their containing information that
could compromise the privacy of research participants.

Results

Clinical characteristics

A total of 105 dystonia patients with pallidal DBS were

enrolled. Fifty-three subjects with cervical dystonia had a

mean TWSTRS score reduction of 49.1 � 32.6% at

14.8 � 7.6 months after surgery. Fifty-two subjects with

generalized or segmental dystonia improved by

59.5 � 46.3% at 44.1 � 15.3 months after surgery on the

BFMDRS motor score (Table 1). The proportion of non-

responders (525% improvement) was 20.1% for the cer-

vical dystonia group and 17.3% for the generalized and

segmental dystonia group. An ‘excellent’ clinical response

(motor score improvement 480%) was observed in 20.1%

and 34.6% of patients, respectively (Fig. 2). No significant

differences in relative improvement were noted between the

dystonia groups (P = 0.21). The independent test cohort

had a mean dystonia improvement of 63.1 � 20.0% at

12.0 � 2.4 months after surgery (details in Supplementary

Table 1).

Among demographic and clinical variables, only dis-

ease duration significantly correlated with clinical out-

come in this cohort of patients (� = �0.39, P5 0.05). A

positive DYT1 status (13 patients) was not associated

with better motor improvement (P40.84). The two dys-

tonia groups did not differ in stimulation parameters: the

amplitude was 3.5 � 1.3 mA in cervical dystonia and

3.6 � 1.6 mA in generalized dystonia (P = 0.44), the fre-

quency was 149.9 � 29.8 Hz and 150.3 � 27.0 Hz, re-

spectively (P = 0.33), while the pulse width was

115.5 � 51.0 ms and 119.4 � 37.2 ms (P = 0.93). We did

not find an association between charge injection (ampli-

tude � pulse width)—i.e. a larger VTA—and clinical

improvement.

Aggregated analysis of electrode
locations and volumes of tissue
activated

First we localized electrodes in standard stereotactic

reference space: individual AC-PC-based coordinates of

the active electrodes in all 105 patients were:

19.8 � 1.8 mm lateral, 3.9 � 1.5 mm anterior and

1.2 � 2.3 mm inferior to the midcommissural point in cer-

vical dystonia, and 19.8 � 1.7 mm lateral, 3.6 � 1.6 mm

anterior and 1.2 � 2.4 mm inferior in generalized or seg-

mental dystonia. These coordinates did not differ
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between the two dystonia groups (Px = 0.98, Py = 0.18,

Pz = 0.61).

A total of 87 of 105 datasets (i.e. a total of 174 leads or

696 contacts) were included into the subsequent, ‘norma-

tive brain’ analysis. Reasons for excluding datasets were:

missing preoperative T1 image with slice thickness 42 mm

(12 subjects), low quality post-operative CT or MRI scan

without slice thickness 42 mm (five subjects), and missing

stimulation settings (one subject). For clinical characteristics

of the entire patient cohort and the final image analysis

subset, see Table 1.

After normalizing images into the MNI space [ICBM

2009b NLIN (Fonov et al., 2009)], a wide variety of

lead locations was observed in the pallidal region (Fig.

3). In the horizontal plane, the most active electrodes clus-

tered within the posterior and lateral segment of the GPi.

Less consistency was observed in the frontal plane, with

electrodes spanning a distance of 13.2 mm along the z-axis.

After classifying electrodes based on their atlas location,

we found that among all available electrode contacts,

mostly those selected for chronic stimulation were located

inside GPi and white matter; a significantly larger propor-

tion of activated contacts were located in subpallidal white

matter compared to inside the GPi (P50.001) (Fig. 3).

We also found a trend of active contacts in subpallidal

white matter being associated with a larger proportion of

good or excellent outcome (improvement 450%) com-

pared to those inside the GPi (P = 0.071). However, the

observed associations between electrode location and out-

come were small, and the reconstructed electrode-outcome

map (Fig. 3) did not reveal any clear topographical clusters

of electrodes with ‘favourable’ or ‘poor’ therapeutic re-

sponse. In fact, electrodes mediating excellent responses

(480% improvement) or therapeutic failures (525% im-

provements) were tightly intermingled in normative atlas

space.

A final analysis considered the stimulation parameters

associated with each electrode by calculating the individual

VTAs and transforming them into normative atlas space.

The aggregated volume of all individual VTAs amounted to

2.3144 mm3 and covered almost the entire pallidal com-

plex. The model-based analysis of 174 outcome-classified

VTAs returned a 3D heat map depicting the anatomical

distribution of the probability value of stimulation-induced

outcome within this patient cohort (VTA-based probabilis-

tic outcome map). Thresholding for the upper 95% or 99%

confidence limit of the outcome distribution resulted in

small contiguous clusters of voxels associated with signifi-

cantly above average motor outcome, which we termed the

antidystonic sweet spots. They were located within the ven-

troposterior GPi and adjacent subpallidal white matter, and

showed complete overlap when reconstructed for the two

dystonia groups separately or combined (Fig. 4). The centre

of gravity of the sweet spot volume for the entire cohort

was 19.4 mm lateral, 3.2 mm anterior and 1.9 mm inferior

to the midcommissural point in AC-PC-based stereo-

tactic reference space (MNI coordinates: x = �19.4 mm;

y = �10.1 mm; z = �5.9 mm). The validation analysis,

using an observer-independent method of image co-registra-

tion and normalization (Lead-DBS), demonstrated a high

spatial agreement of the reconstructed heat maps as re-

flected by a Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficients

of � = 0.63 (P5 0.001) and � = 0.62 (P5 0.001),

respectively.

Outcome prediction models

Active contact location was not significantly correlated with

clinical improvement provided by pallidal DBS, based on

the weighted average of improvement scores of its sur-

rounding active contacts (r2 = 0.01; P = 0.17). Using the

more elaborate method of distance to the computed opti-

mal location of contacts, the association with clinical im-

provement fell just short of our statistical threshold for

correlations (r2 = 0.11; P = 0.06). In contrast, we found

strong correlations between clinical outcome and the indi-

vidual stimulation volume within the probabilistic outcome

atlas (VTA atlas): the outcome distributions produced from

this VTA atlas were highly associated with observed clinical

outcome (r2 = 0.534; P5 0.0001). In other words, the

VTA-atlas model estimations explained 53% of the vari-

ance of motor score improvement (Fig. 5). By adding clin-

ical and demographic variables to the multivariate

regression model (disease duration before surgery, age at

surgery, age at onset and dystonia severity at baseline),

we were able to explain 59.7% of the observed variance

in DBS response. Likewise, the VTA-atlas model trained

only on patients with cervical dystonia was predictive in

the generalized cohort (r2 = 0.23; P5 0.0001) and vice

versa (r2 = 0.33; P5 0.0001) (Supplementary Fig. 1).

Motivated by these findings, we analysed the predict-

ive value of our VTA-atlas estimations for each individ-

ual outcome using the leave-one-out cross-validation.

The underlying prediction model showed robustness be-

tween the predicted and observed clinical improvement,

with an r2 of 0.294 (P 5 0.0001). The predictions

deviated on average by 16.9 � 11.6% from observed

dystonia improvements. For example, if a patient im-

proved by 65%, the model might have predicted an im-

provement between 49% and 81%. Including additional

clinical variables (disease duration before surgery, age at

surgery, age at onset and dystonia severity at baseline)

only slightly increased the predictive value (mean error

15.3 � 10.9). The VTA atlas-based predictions of three

illustrative patients are shown in Fig. 6. Furthermore,

we tested the VTA-atlas estimation on an independent

cohort of 10 dystonia patients implanted in Berlin and

Würzburg with another neurostimulation system

(Vercise RC, Boston Scientific Inc.). Despite technical

differences in delivering the neurostimulation (single

source constant voltage versus multiple independent

current source pulse generator), the VTA-atlas based

model predicted the observed clinical improvements in
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the validation cohort with a mean error of 10.3%

(�8.9) (r2 = 0.52; P = 0.02) (Fig. 6D).

To illustrate the potential value of our model for com-

puter-assisted programming of DBS, we simulated an ex-

haustive evaluation of a predefined VTA (3.0 mA; 90 ms) in

all possible monopolar electrode choices of each patient.

This VTA-atlas based simulation predicted a mean im-

provement of 76.8 � 15.3 % (P5 0.03) for the model

based, ‘optimal’ programming settings in 87 dystonia pa-

tients as compared to the 60.5 � 21.9 % observed with

clinical programming choices (Fig. 7). More importantly,

54 leads in this group had a clinically observed improve-

ment of 550%, but in silico testing of all possible electrode

choices predicted only seven leads with an expected im-

provement 550%.

Discussion
Our study provides evidence that variable clinical out-

comes of pallidal DBS for dystonia may to a relevant

degree be explained by the exact location and extent of

the stimulation volume within the pallidal region and ad-

jacent white matter. Different electrode positions may

create VTAs, which overlap in the most sensitive regions

of GPi and adjacent white matter. This may explain the

observed stronger association between stimulation volume

and outcome, explaining 53% of the variance in our

cohort, as compared to the electrode position alone. Our

method of calculating a probabilistic outcome map from a

large group of patients with known stimulation volumes

and DBS outcomes, which is then used to estimate the

Figure 4 Outcome probability of pallidal neurostimulation for dystonia. The image shows the results of the voxel-wise statistical VTA

analysis of 87 dystonia subjects with respect to the dystonia motor score reduction. (A) Heatmap of all dystonia subjects based on signed P-values

(a combined t-statistic and P-value; see ‘Materials and methods’ section for details). (B) There was a similar anatomical position of voxels with

highest probability of good outcome, with P5 0.05 in cervical (yellow) and generalized (red) and P5 0.01 in all subjects (green). The position of

the ‘anti-dystonic sweet spot’ arrogated from 174 different VTAs with different clinical responses (P5 0.01; cluster size threshold 4500 voxels) is

shown in the axial (C) and sagittal (D) view.
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expected benefit based on electrode positions and stimula-

tion settings, could be an important advance towards

computer-assisted planning and programming of DBS in

dystonia.

Efficacy of pallidal deep brain
stimulation

Deep brain stimulation of the GPi is among the most ef-

fective treatments for severe, isolated dystonias. However,

most neurologists and patients still see DBS as a last-line

therapy, and for the large group of adult-onset focal dys-

tonias it is not an established alternative to botulinum toxin

treatment. This is surprising, because DBS is relatively safe

and targets the pathophysiology of dystonia, which is a

classical basal ganglia circuit disorder. The main reason

for some reluctance towards DBS may be the inconsistency

of outcomes even in experienced centres. Clinical trials

have reported a non-responder rate of up to 25%

(Kupsch et al., 2006; Volkmann et al., 2012; Walsh

et al., 2013). More alarmingly, it has not been possible

to identify clear causes for these treatment failures, which

might be modified by better guidelines for patient selection,

surgical performance or post-operative management. Some

patient-related factors have been identified as weak modi-

fiers of outcome, such as short(er) disease duration and

genetic status (Isaias et al., 2008; Andrews et al., 2010;

Jinnah et al., 2017). Hence, uncertainty is associated with

every DBS procedure in dystonia and contrasts unfavour-

ably with the high expectations of each surgical candidate.

Our cohort of 105 dystonia patients operated at seven

European academic centres is representative for the current

clinical standard of pallidal DBS in isolated dystonia in

terms of patient characteristics and outcomes. Group

Figure 5 Correlation of observed clinical improvement with active contact location and VTA-atlas model estimation. The

active contact location was not significantly correlated with clinical improvement provided by pallidal deep brain stimulation (A and B). In

contrast, patients with higher scores in the VTA atlas estimation improved significantly more than patients with a low score (C). The atlas

estimation used the spatial overlap between the patient specific VTA and the heat map, which results in a distribution of heat-map values for

included voxels. This distribution is fed into a linear model and used for training. The trained parameters can then be applied to any new

distribution and an individual improvement score will be calculated, which is done here for all patients in a leave-one-out fashion. (D) VTA-atlas-

based prediction in an independent dataset of 10 patients with dystonia, forecasting the measured clinical improvement within a mean error of

10.3% (�8.9).
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mean motor score improvements and their distribution

were consistent with the literature (Holloway et al.,

2006). In fact, large variance in the clinical outcome data

as well as in lead positions was essential for our probabil-

istic analysis approach.

Antidystonic sweet spot location and
pathophysiological implications

Pallidal DBS is a complex, multidisciplinary surgical ther-

apy, with various sources of variability along the treatment

pathway from target selection, intraoperative clinical pa-

tient testing, selection of electrode trajectory and site and

surgical device placement to post-operative programming.

A recent study reported that an inappropriate lead location

was the most common cause for observed therapeutic fail-

ures (Pauls et al., 2017). Indeed, more than half of motor

outcome variability could be explained in our cohort by the

anatomical distribution of stimulation, which is a combined

effect of electrode location and stimulation parameters, par-

ticularly polarity settings, pulse duration and current

amplitude.

Several previous studies have tried to identify the most

effective site of electrode implantation or stimulation within

the pallidal region. Tisch et al. (2007) found a more pos-

terior electrode placement along the AC-PC axis, predictive

of better dystonia reduction in patients with generalized

dystonia. Cheung et al. (2014) analysed a cohort of 21

dystonia patients carrying the TOR1A (DYT1) gene muta-

tion, with excellent motor improvement using a more

advanced approach, including VTA modelling; they also

found the highest probability of benefit centred at the

border between the middle and posterior third of the in-

ternal pallidum. An acute stimulation challenge in 20 cer-

vical dystonia patients with stable, good motor response to

DBS found the best acute response when stimulating near

the lamina medullaris between the external and internal

pallidum in the posterior and ventral segment of the two

nuclei (Schonecker et al., 2015). This region is also the

source of theta oscillations, a potential biomarker of dys-

tonia-associated network dysfunction (Neumann et al.,

2017), and maintains dense interconnections with premotor

and primary cortical motor areas. Still, our heat map sug-

gests that good outcomes can be achieved at different pos-

itions within the pallidal region. The ‘sweet spot’ volume is

a result of statistical thresholding, which means it is the

volume with highest probability of good outcome. Our pre-

diction model, however, correctly identified patients with a

predicted good outcome, whose VTAs did not overlap with

the ‘sweet spot’ (Fig. 6, Case 3). How can these findings be

explained in mechanistic terms? If one assumes that DBS

acts by activating axons rather than cell bodies, the same

Figure 6 VTA-atlas prediction modelling in three dystonia patients with pallidal DBS. The image shows the clinical outcome

prediction in individual patients based on the VTA atlas of their stimulation. The current algorithm uses the prediction model, spatial overlap

between the patient specific VTA and the heat map, which results in a distribution of heat map- values for included voxels. Clinical response was

predicted based on this distribution within a mean error of 15.6 � 12.5%. Selected examples include a non- and a super-responder with accurate

prediction (top and middle), and a good responder (bottom). Interestingly, none of the individual VTAs covered the spot of highest outcome

probability (green area, with a P5 0.05), but the prediction model on the whole VTA-atlas map was able to provide an accurate prediction. This

illustrates the limitation of a statistical group finding (e.g. the sweet spot) on an individual level. In other words, a stimulation of the sweet spot is

not necessary for an individual good motor outcome, but the statistical likelihood is higher. Green dots in the middle column indicate the position

of the spot of highest outcome probability in the individual anatomical space of these subjects.
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fibre can be activated at many, even distant sites along its

length; however, the most consistent benefit at a group

level, would be observed at the anatomical sites where

fibres converge into bundles. This hypothesis of better out-

come with stimulation of white matter tracts fits well with

increasing evidence from biophysical theory and experimen-

tal studies, that clinical effects of DBS are largely explained

by ortho- or antidromic modulation of fibre pathway ac-

tivity (Gunalan et al., 2017). Moreover, stimulation vol-

umes of ring electrodes at different spatial locations may

overlap in critical volumes for optimal outcome. This may

explain some divergence between outcomes of VTA and

electrode mapping. Our findings emphasize that optimal

outcomes of DBS would require a ‘volume planning’

rather than a ‘target point’ planning, which is the current

standard in functional and stereotactic neurosurgery. This

is particularly important in the light of directional leads

and stimulation technologies such as multiple independent

current control (MICC), which provide an unprecedented

flexibility in the creation of a VTA with an implanted lead.

In these cases, one can no longer assume a fixed spatial

relation between VTA and contact location.

VTA modelling is a novel digital tool for estimating the

volume of axon potential initiation by DBS (Butson et al.,

2011). Current VTA models account for certain stimulation

parameters, tissue impedance and tissue anisotropy

(McNeal, 1976; Butson et al., 2006). A possible limitation

of these models is the dependency on a priori assumptions

about the membrane properties of the stimulated axons.

However, it was recently shown that the VTA mirrored

such neuronal proprieties as determined by clinical neuro-

physiological methods (i.e. chronaxies) (Reich et al., 2015).

Finally, the VTA assumes that the primary effect of DBS is

related to activation of myelinated axons, which was cor-

roborated by several studies (Holsheimer et al., 2000;

Paxinos and Mai, 2004; Groppa et al., 2014). Lesion net-

work mapping has recently shown to be useful to search or

confirm treatment targets of DBS (Horn et al., 2017; Joutsa

et al., 2018a). To link lesions in different locations asso-

ciated with relief of tremor showed a common brain net-

work centred in the motor thalamus, the primary target of

DBS in essential tremor (Joutsa et al., 2018b). Interestingly,

the same group show positive connectivity to the cerebel-

lum and negative connectivity to the somatosensory cortex,

their lesion brain network results from 25 cervical dystonia

cases conforming to our defined antidystonic sweet spot

(Corp et al., submitted for publication).

Predicting and guiding pallidal deep
brain stimulation

The high predictive values of our heat map analysis (VTA-

atlas estimation) foster its utility in planning and program-

ming pallidal DBS in dystonia. The majority of dystonia

patients have a delayed clinical response after initiating ef-

fective DBS (Kupsch et al., 2011). In these situations, a

model determining the overlap of an estimated individual

VTA with our probabilistic outcome map could guide the

selection of optimal stimulation settings. Moreover, the

need for revision of an inappropriately placed lead could

be anticipated, reducing the duration of rescue program-

ming attempts.

In the current form our model is capable of evaluating

the anti-dystonic quality of a stimulating volume, which is

the combined result of electrode location and program-

ming. A conversion into an expert system for guiding elec-

trode implantation and programming is computationally

complex, because it requires searching an exhaustive

space of possible solutions if no a priori constraints are

provided. Software for computer-assisted programming

would need to simulate and automatically evaluate a

wide range of possible VTAs for an implanted lead to

find the optimal stimulation settings based on the probabil-

istic outcome maps. At a subsequent development stage,

one could leave the constraints of a fixed lead location

and simulate variations of lead locations, which could be

useful for the planning of DBS implantations. Of relevance,

a fully automatized DBS planning is not feasible in our

opinion, because the neurosurgeon has to account for a

number of safety features (e.g. vessels, eloquent areas)

Figure 7 Exhaustive evaluation of all possible contact

positions. Predicted dystonia improvement based on the VTA-atlas

estimation model (left, middle) compared to the clinically observed

outcome (right). In silico testing of all possible monopolar electrode

choices with a predefined VTA (3.0 mA; 90 ms) was used to deter-

mine the model based prediction of dystonia improvement for the

‘optimal’ computer selected electrode choice. Compared to clinic-

ally derived programming choices (middle) the predicted outcome is

significantly higher (60.5 � 21.9% to 76.8 � 15.3%; P5 0.03). No

differences between model based prediction of dystonia improve-

ment for the clinical programming choices to observed clinical

outcome (right).
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during trajectory and target planning, which have an im-

portant bearing on global DBS outcomes but are not cov-

ered by our prediction model. Despite its limitations, our

anatomical volume-based model explained a large amount

of variance in motor outcome in our cohort, thereby reach-

ing the prediction value of a recently published, connectiv-

ity-based model in subthalamic DBS for Parkinson’s disease

(Horn et al., 2017). Interestingly, Horn and colleagues did

not find further improvement of the model by adding

stimulation volume information to the electrode location,

probably owing to a lesser degree of lead placement vari-

ability in the much smaller subthalamic nucleus compared

to the GPi. Whether additional individual structural or

functional connectivity profiles will further increase the pre-

dictive value of our model for dystonia patients remains to

be tested in future studies. Nevertheless, the clinical poten-

tial of the current method using the VTA-atlas estimation

alone is illustrated by our simulation of in silico program-

ming choices. It predicted 16.3% better group mean im-

provement with computer selected electrode choices

compared to physician based programming and a reduced

proportion of non-responders. These predictions need to be

assessed in a prospective clinical trial, which is under

preparation.

Limitations

Caution is required in interpreting the ‘antidystonic sweet

spot’ volume illustrated in Fig. 4 as the optimal site for

electrode implantation. The ‘sweet spot volume’ is the

result of statistical thresholding of a probabilistic map cov-

ering a large volume of the pallidum and adjacent white

matter. Good outcomes were observed with electrodes

throughout this volume. In Fig. 6, we feature a patient

with major benefit from DBS, who had VTAs located in

both GPe without any coverage of the ‘sweet spot volume’

(Fig. 6, bottom row). Interestingly, our model also pre-

dicted this observed outcome truthfully, because it accounts

for the entire 3D probability distribution and not only the

statistically-thresholded sweet spot region. Another limita-

tion of this study lies in the restriction to patients with

isolated dystonia. For the purpose of this analysis and in

contrast to the ‘real world experience’ of DBS for dystonia,

we selected a cohort of patients with similar clinical pres-

entation and presumed idiopathic or genetic aetiology of

dystonia. We also excluded patients with presence of con-

tractures and suspicious history of a conversion disorder.

We are fully aware that this is not representative for the

entire group of patients receiving pallidal DBS, but the pri-

mary aim of this study was to demonstrate the outcome

variability related to the stimulation volume and therefore

we had to reduce the impact of confounding variables,

which on the other hand limits the generalizability of our

results to other forms of dystonia. Finally, outcomes of

DBS may also vary with the choice of temporal pulse pat-

terns such as stimulation frequency, which is not taken into

consideration by current VTA models. We assessed the

relation between stimulation frequency and outcome in

our cohort, which was using stimulation frequencies be-

tween 30 and 200 Hz. At the last visit, 42 patients were

stimulated with 130 Hz and 26 with a frequency of 180 Hz

or higher, which had no bearing on outcome (P = 0.87).

Neither did a linear regression analysis reveal any signifi-

cant correlation between stimulation frequency and out-

come (P = 0.42). Our observation here is in line with

recent reports (Isaias et al., 2009) and trials on low fre-

quency stimulation in dystonia (Velez-Lago et al., 2012).

Conclusion
Our study suggests that good motor outcomes of pallidal

neurostimulation for isolated dystonia can be achieved at

different electrode positions within the pallidal region

including adjacent white matter by a choice of appropriate

stimulation settings. The highest degree of overlap of stimu-

lation volumes with excellent outcome covered the ventro-

posterior GPi and subpallidal white matter tracts.

Modelling of the individual volume of tissue activated in-

formed by probabilistic outcome brain mapping may be

developed into a clinically useful tool for computer-assisted

DBS programming in the future.
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